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Sexy how-to photography and everything you need to know about 50 oral sex positions all in a deck of easy to carry around cards. Hotter oral sex is right at your fingertips. While other books require you to learn an entire approach or set up a whole scenario, The Oral Sex
Deck has a pick-up-and-play approach. Simply pull a card, learn a great technique quickly, and use it on your partner tonight for mind-blowing pleasure. Illustrated with sexy photography and illustrations, you'll learn how to tease and please multiple hot spots and yield
amazing orgasms.
This book was written whilst abroad in an exotic land
Porn After PornContemporary Alternative PornographiesMimesis
Bathed in Love
Five year report, 1965-1970
A Step by Step Guide for Your Sex Life Transformation. Learn the Art of Tantric Sex, Massage and Yoga. Meditation to Increase Intimacy, Romance and Find New Depth in Making Love
Night Tremors
Looking for tips to spice up your sex life? Do you want to improve your relationship with your partner? Then keep reading... It is interesting to note that many people take for granted their sex live without realizing that slight improvements can easily change their scope
of happiness. This is particularly the case with older couples who have loved with each other for a long time and do not recognize the importance of an active and happy sex lives. When couples set objectives, sometimes they forget to include their own wild sexual passions
and this is a cause of cheating among many couples. There are individuals who believe that their partners are incapable of satisfying them fully, opening the way to a non-existent sex life. However, it is possible for all this to change if couples pay closer attention to
the essential aspects of tantric sex because it has the capability of completely changing the way people live. Tantric sex has been around for as long as you can imagine and its Asian roots mean that you can get a lot of helpful information from Indian sources. There are
vivid descriptions in different ancient manuscripts about how to conduct tantric sex and the essential aspects of improving relationships. Having a healthy sex life makes all the difference because it ensures happiness among couples. In this text, there is a lot of
comprehensive information that will enable you to activate a tantric sex life and ensure that you have a healthy balance in your relationships. There are several couples who testify the importance of a happy sex life as being the key to ensuring their happiness. When you
are in a relationship that does not have any tension, it is easy for you to be happy and do what you want. The information contained here will guide you towards learning new sex positions as well as a comprehensive guide on different principles of tantric sex. In this
book you will learn: * How to communicate on a different level with your partner and to ensure that they share your sexual passions. * To identify your passions and goals and see that your partner also has an interest in improving your sex life. * The different aspects of
this unique type of sex including massages, how to communicate, the use of body oil and aligning an appropriate tantric diet. * What tantra is and how to apply tantric sex from a basic level. * And much, much more! The text contained here provides a proper guide for those
looking to try new things in the bedroom and even boost their health while they are at it. You will be amazed by how significantly your life can change and you will find yourself in a constantly good mood. This book will not only improve your sex life, but will bring you
nearer to your partner and enhance every aspect of your relationship! Don't wait, scroll up, click the "Buy Now" button and improve your sex life now!
No Marketing Blurb
Strategies for creating real estate wealth by star ting small--and always making the right moves Nationally known real estate expert John Schaub learned his craft in the best way possible--on the job, and through every kind of market. Over three decades, he learned to
bank consistent profits as he built an impressive real estate mini-empire. Building Wealth One House at a Time reveals how virtually anyone can accumulate one million dollars worth of houses debtfree and earn a steady cash flow for life. Unique in that it focuses on
buying houses in good-quality neighborhoods, Schaub's nine-step program includes: Renting to long-term tenants, with financial incentives to pay on time Avoiding the temptation of bigger deals, which invariably include bigger problems A 10-year plan to pay off debt and
own houses free and clear
The Porn Star Guide to Great Sex
50 His & Her Tongue Techniques for Toe-Curling Ecstasy
Tantric Sex Positions
New Lesbian Lovers
Paying for Sex
“Jonathan Cummings has for years been an inspirational mentor to the golf rating community. With The Rating Game, he has now established himself as the authority as well. An excellent, and much-needed, book.”—Josh Lesnik, President, KemperSports, and magazine panelist “Cummings provides a sound and insightful look inside the arcane world of golf course rating. Golfers love to argue over which is
the best and why and The Rating Game will be a welcome addition to many over-heated debates.”—Gary Lisbon, President, GolfSelect; golf course photographer and magazine panelist “Jonathan Cummings is the Nate Silver of golf course ratings. The Rating Game will open up a lot of eyes about hidden mathematical distortion in the golf course ratings system.”—Bradley S. Klein, Golf
Channel/GolfAdvisor.com “I’ve known and read Jonathan Cummings for over forty years. He always provides fair and distinctive insight into a course’s design and character (including some of my own). I applaud him for advancing the discussion in The Rating Game.”—Tom Clark, Golf course architect and Past President of the American Society of Golf Course Architects “If there ever was a golfer/writer cut
out to analyze the course rating process, it’s Jonathan Cummings. I met him twenty-five years ago, after he sent me a fifty-page missive detailing every technical aspect of every course he had played in the last year. I immediately read The Rating Game, and his thorough, analytical style lays out everything you need to know about the subject.”—Jeff Thoreson, Editor, GolfStyles Media Group
Jamie Gillis, portrayed in Boogie Nights by Burt Reynolds, created "reality porn." These are transcripts of his films.
A passionate, critically incisive biography of one of the most influential rappers of all time, Tupac Shakur, and how he came to dominate hip-hop in the 1990s
A Book Of Erotica
The Dinosaur Feather
Inspirations to Shower You with Joy and Soak You in Hope
The Ciris
Your Pension Rights at Divorce--what Women Need to Know
These ambitious moves encourage intimacy and help to promote love, trust and communication between partners to enhance the sexual experience.
Book #7 of the Lesson Series After Ginny's last adventure, she was certain that all things supernatural could be explained away with logic. Then she meets Count Nicholas Berchtold. The man is captivating, sexy and desirable, but he also possesses an ability to transport Ginny to another world. A world where she can enjoy incredible sex without any
worries. She is certain Nicholas is her man until she meets David Marson. Brooding, handsome and mysterious, Ginny is left again to decide which man is the one for her. After discovering a secret to her family's past, Ginny learns that she possesses some strange skills of her own. Will her character's past make her decision between the two men easier... or
infinitely more difficult?
When duty and obligation stand in the way of your dreams, which will you choose? Carol is sorted, sane and very successful. Unfortunately she is also single but has convinced herself she is happy that way--living a high flying corporate life in Tokyo with a faithful little cat called Sappho, as her companion.... until she is forced to return home, to her
overbearing mother's holiday resort on the island of Lesvos to host her best friend's hen do. Nothing could have prepared her for what was to come, including being rescued from certain death by a gorgeous lifeguard called Lisa. Carol soon realises that Lisa saved more than her life... but things rapidly get complicated as Carol finds herself torn between duty
and love. Praise for the book "A wonderful holiday read." "Sam does it again with a fantastic engaging story." "I want to go there!" "The warmth of the island, its lovers and friends will keep you turning the pages till the wonderful climatic end." If you enjoy feel-good holiday stories like "Shirley Valentine" or "Mamma Mia" then Sam Skyborne's latest lesbian
romance in the Lesvos Island Collection is the perfect book for you. Get your copy now to find out if love wins. Note: This book was previously titled "Sealed with a Swim." About this lesbian romance collection: This collection consists of self-contained, standalone novels, all set around the same time, with overlapping characters on the Island of Lesvos. They
can be read in any order as they take place roughly concurrently (not chronologically). Other books in the collection: Sealed with a Kiss Eye of the Storm Sign up to Sam's Lesbian Love Stories Reader Group to be notified of future releases. See back of this book for details.
Up and Down Mum
Building Wealth One House at a Time: Making it Big on Little Deals
The Oral Sex Deck
Cultural Agency in the Americas
Pick a Card, Any Card for a Wild Night, 101 Hot Positions

A provocative bedside guide to some of the most captivating sexual advice from pro-lover porn star Mr. Marcus No one knows sex better than all time favorite, awardwinning porn star Mr. Marcus, so who else to turn to when you want to turn up the heat in your bedroom? Humorous, arousing and candid, Mr. Marcus offers a practical approach to achieving a great sex
life, by showing you how to feel more confident about yourself, how to achieve greater intimacy with your partner, how to get creative in the bedroom, but also how to keep it creative—in and out of the bedroom. Each chapter contains insider anecdotes from Mr. Marcus' own experiences (on and off screen) to further illuminate his lessons. Some of the chapters you'll find
inside are: • Someone for Everyone • What Men Want • What Women Want • The Joy of Oral Sex • The Freak Factor • Positions • Woodwork • and much more! Practical, playful and erotic, The Porn Star's Guide to Great Sex is real advice for real people as Mr. Marcus shows you how to achieve greater sexual satisfaction and how to tap into your own potential for th
great sex life that you deserve.
SHUFFLE, DRAW, AND ENJOY! Packed with exciting, erotic and acrobatic positions, Sex Positions Deck offers you and your lover 101 sizzling new ways to spice up your sex life. Slip a card into her purse, hide one under his pillow, or pick a random card when you're craving spontaneity. The possibilities are endless. • Feel the sensual beat all over with Tribal Rhythm •
Bounce her to an awesome orgasm doing the Pogo • Flip him over for amazing 69 in the Chair Tryst • Balance her on a ball to hit the G-Spot Striker • Fly high with passionate play in the Catapult
Anthony, Shamus, and Lefty Award Finalist Powerful forces on each side of the law have Rick Cahill in the crosshairs Nightmares of the man he killed two years ago still chase Rick Cahill through his sleep. The memory of his murdered wife haunts him during waking hours. His private investigative work, secretly photographing adulterers, paid for his new house but
stains his soul. When an old nemesis asks for his help to free a man from prison, a man he thinks is wrongly convicted of murder, Rick grabs at the chance to turn his life around. His investigation takes him from the wealthy enclave of La Jolla to the dark underbelly of San Diego. His quest fractures his friendship with his mentor, endangers his steady job, and draws the
contempt of the Police Chief who has tried to put Rick behind bars forever. With the police on one side of the law and a vicious biker gang on the other, all trying to stop him from freeing the man in prison, Rick risks his life to uncover the truth that only the real killer knows—what happened one bloody night eight years earlier. Perfect for fans of David Baldacci While all of
the novels in the Rick Cahill PI Crime Series stand on their own and can be read in any order, the publication sequence is: Yesterday's Echo Night Tremors Dark Fissures Blood Truth Wrong Light Lost Tomorrows Blind Vigil Last Redemption (coming November 2021)
The Double Fortune
The Millionaire Within
Cooking with Flowers
The Rating Game
99 Positions for the Sexually Adventurous
For children who grow up in the care of a parent who has bipolar disorder, life can be filled with anxiety and uncertainty. This story helps us to understand the causes of bipolar disorder and how we can learn to live with someone who has it.
“Both girls sat there topless and contemplated each other’s beautiful bodies. Rachelle and Nichole are two young, sexy lesbians who hook up for a night of steamy, sapphic sex. Together they explore each other’s hot, tight young bodies as each works towards an incredibly mind-blowing climax. EXPLICIT: A hot lesbian story of 7,300 words to arouse and tantalize as you join the girls for oral, anal play, scissoring, fisting, squirting,
breast play and double dildo girl-on-girl fun
After the “digital turn,” expansion of sexual representations has taken shape quantitatively(thanks to the multiplication of production and distribution channels) and qualitatively (giving riseto a plurality of new representational forms). In this context, several social groups – including women and non-normative sexual subcultures – have obtained full citizenship rights within the “pornosphere,” moving beyond their traditional
marginalization or, indeed, exclusion. These “nonconventional” pornographies exist in a dialectical relationship with mainstream production in so far as they are at the same time a development and a repudiation of the latter (on an aesthetic, economic and political level).This volume investigates the emergences of alternative pornographies, highlighting theirdiscursive heterogeneity, their cultural status and connections to identities
and non-normativepractices, and their role in redefining the very idea of pornography.The publication maps the main areas relating to alternative pornographies, such as alt porn,queer pornography, indie porn, post porn, feminist pornography, and amateur porn.With a foreword by Feona Attwood
Porn 101
A Lesson in Sacrifice
Advanced Sex
Contemporary Alternative Pornographies
Sweet and Savory Recipes with Rose Petals, Lilacs, Lavender, and Other Edible Flowers
Selected by NPR's Maureen Corrigan and The Wall Street Journal's Tom Nolan as one of the best mysteries of the year, Gazan's The Dinosaur Feather--which the Financial Times called "outrageously entertaining"--is a classic of modern Scandinavian noir. With keenly observed and deeply flawed characters, this
scintillating thriller revolves around the controversial and fascinating connections between dinosaur and avian evolution. Biology postgraduate, PhD hopeful, and single mom Anna Bella Nor is just two weeks away from defending her thesis on the saurian origin of birds when her academic supervisor, the highly respected
yet widely despised Dr. Lars Helland, is found dead in his office chair at the University of Copenhagen. The police discover a copy of Anna's thesis in the dead man's bloody lap. When the autopsy suggests that Helland was murdered in a fiendishly ingenious way, brilliant but tormented young Police Superintendent
Soren Marhauge is called to investigate. As he begins the daunting task of unraveling the knotted skeins of interpersonal and intellectual intrigue among the scientists at the university, his own troubled past begins to complicate the case. Everyone involved with the investigation--from Anna Bella Nor to Helland's
numerous academic rivals to Marhauge's own ex-wife, who is pregnant with her current husband's child--has something to hide, muddying the investigation and presenting the detective with the greatest professional and personal challenge of his life.
Here are more than 100 recipes that will bring beautiful flower-filled dishes to your kitchen table! This easy-to-use cookbook is brimming with scrumptious botanical treats, from sweet violet cupcakes, pansy petal pancakes, daylily cheesecake, and rosemary flower margaritas to savory sunflower chickpea salad, chive
blossom vinaigrette, herb flower pesto, and mango orchid sticky rice. Alongside every recipe are tips and tricks for finding, cleaning, and preparing edible blossoms. You’ll also learn how to infuse vinegars, vodkas, sugars, frostings, jellies and jams, ice creams, and more with the color and flavor of your favorite
flowers. Fresh from the farmers’ market or plucked from your very own garden, a world of delectable flowers awaits!
Maverick investigator Søren Marhauge returns in a high-stakes case that reveals a profit-motivated conspiracy with roots that extend all the way from the upper reaches of Big Pharma to the national government. When controversial Professor Kristian Storm is found hanged in his office, his assistant Marie Skov refuses
to believe that he has committed suicide. The late scientist had uncovered a shocking truth involving immunology programs in the developing world during a recent research trip to West Africa. Marie believes he was silenced before he could share what he had learned. With help from the unlikely source of a Nobel Prizewinning rival of Storm's, former police detective Søren Marhauge takes the case, determined to prove what really happened to the professor. Interwoven with the fast-moving investigation are moving portraits of Skov's troubled family and Marhauge's complicated relationship with his girlfriend, another biologist.
Marhauge once again battles his own demons as he pursues a cabal determined to protect its secrets at any cost.
The Power of Mentorship
The Life and Times of an American Icon
The Twenty Five Lovers
Porn Star Secrets of Sex
Over 100 Mind-blowing Tips, Tricks, and Games You Wish You Knew

This book was written for - and by - horny males who are just too chicken to figure this stuff out for themselves. Commercial sex isn't exactly hard to find no matter where you live, so the main reason why guys who are otherwise interested in this sort of thing haven't managed to indulge in a fully satisfying way is that something - fear - is holding
them back. So even if you're a total wuss, we'll show you how easy it is to buy sexual gratification with complete confidence. And if you've dabbled in some kinds of low risk sex-for-pay, such as Internet porn, we'll show you how to safely indulge in more adventurous amusements, such as strip clubs, brothels and escort services - legal ones, that is.
If you just want to find some great online porn, have a naked stripper gyrating in your lap or getting laid by an erotic professional without putting your life, health, wallet or reputation at risk, we'll show you how. Here's a review of Paying for Sex by Doxy, who operates the popular web site Phone Slut Diary. "Next things second -- Phone Slut Diary
had been featured in another independent publication and I promised to mention it here. Paying For Sex is a fabulous little "gentleman's guide to web porn, strip clubs, prostitutes & escorts without humiliation, job loss, bankruptcy, infection, bloodshed or incarceration." Because it does not address phone sex, but refers readers to my site (bless),
authors Kerr Fuffle & Roscoe Spanks (it cannot possibly be their real names, can it?) decided to put in a few blurbs about me and some other net sites. Although I'm not a guy looking to hire an escort (and don't expect to be) I found many of the details and hints fascinating. The chapters on throwing brothel parties were absorbing. If you're a
gentleman (or not so gentle man) that spends money on websites, strippers, or other such diversions this is a really handy little manual to getting the biggest bang for your buck without getting ripped off or in trouble. They explain etiquette, precautions, approximate pricing, common (and not so common) practices. Want to find out how to
encourage a stripper to give you a little better than the regular treatment? It's in there. So, I'm going to be adding it to my Store shopping section because it's just awesome. And I'm quoted in very cute passages. And, you know, I'm an egomaniacal slut. No, really. Okay, well sometimes."
DIVAn exploration of how cultural agency can be used by different organizations and artists to rethink and challenge the notion of a globalized society./div
Experience God’s Extravagant Love God’s love is pure, authentic, and unlike anything this world has to offer. Take a moment to set aside your to-do list and separate yourself from the busyness of life. Choose to fully immerse yourself in God’s promises for your life and let his extravagant, everlasting love wash over you. In addition to refreshing
your soul with Scripture and devotional readings, Bathed in Love offers self-care practices to help you feel restored, relaxed, and reconnected to God.
Tupac Shakur
Sex Position Deck
Wifey 101
The Gentlemen's Guide to Web Porn, Strip Clubs, Prostitutes and Escorts - Without Humiliation, Job Loss, Bankruptcy, Infection, Bloodshed Or Incarceration
Oh Pure and Radiant Heart

How to be a Sex Goddess! Porn stars know everything there is about having a mindblowing sex life. Admit it, you want to know their secrets for crushing inhibitions and finding the sexy vixen within. Whether you're inexperienced or always orgasmic, these porn star secrets are perfect for anyone who loves sex-and wants to make it even better. STRIPPING WITH
CONFIDENCE...He aches to be teased... Going beyond missionary...ease into positively perfect positions... GETTING COMFORTABLE WITH ORAL SEX...thrilling ways to give and receive... Pushing the BOUNDARIES...as little or as much as you want-games, toys, and DVDs, oh my!
When Jamie Otis agreed to be placed in a scientifically arranged marriage on TV's most controversial and groundbreaking reality show, Married At First Sight, she knew that saying "I do" to Doug Hehner, a complete stranger, was a huge risk. What she didn't know was how to be a wife! Through trial and error - and more ups and downs than a roller coaster - Jamie learned to
quickly negotiate all of those universal problems all newlywed couples face, from leaving the toilet seat up to winning over the in-laws. All the while, her traumatic past and unresolved issues with an ex-boyfriend threatened to derail the healthiest relationship she'd ever been in. In her shocking, unflinching and hilarious memoir, Wifey 101: Everything I Got Wrong After Finding Mr.
Right, Jamie fumbles her way through the newlywed game and lives to tell the tale.
When a shy librarian in Santa Fe sees Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and Leo Szilard, she risks her career and relationships to follow them, building a cult following comprised of hippies, bikers, anthropologists, and survivors of the atom bomb to mount a massive march on Washington. Reader's Guide available. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Pure Filth
Porn After Porn
Everything I Got Wrong After Finding Mr. Right
The Arc of the Swallow
Eroticism, Pornography, and the First Amendment
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